Using the new Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA) Integrated Macroeconomic Accounts as well as other BEA data, we construct productivity accounts for two key sectors of the US economy: the Corporate Nonfinancial Sector (Sector 1) and the Noncorporate Nonfinancial Sector (Sector 2). Calculating user costs of capital based on, alternatively, ex post and predicted asset price inflation rates, we provide alternative estimates for capital services and Total Factor Productivity growth for the two sectors. Rates of return on assets employed are also reported for both sectors. In addition, we compare rates of return on assets employed and TFP growth rates when the land and inventory components are withdrawn from the asset base. Finally, implications for labour and capital shares from using alternative income concepts are explored.
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Introduction
The US Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA), in conjunction with the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) and the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve, have developed a new set of production accounts, the Integrated Macroeconomic Accounts, for two major private sectors of the US economy: the Corporate Nonfinancial Sector (which we will call Sector 1) and the Noncorporate Nonfinancial Sector (which we will call Sector 2). For both sectors we work out the rate of return on assets employed back to 1960 and compute estimates of Total Factor Productivity (TFP) growth. In addition to comparing results across the sectors, we are particularly interested in determining whether rates of return and TFP growth have declined in recent years compared to the long run trends.
Another contribution is to document what can happen to user costs when ex post asset inflation rates are used in the user cost formula. Dale Jorgenson and his coworkers have advocated the use of ex post inflation rates in a user cost formula and so we call the resulting user costs "Jorgensonian". We show that for many assets, Jorgensonian user costs can be quite volatile and even negative at times which means that they cannot be used in many contexts. We advocate the use of predicted asset inflation rates in the user cost formula and we suggest a very simple moving average method for forming these predicted asset inflation rates, which we implement and compare with their Jorgensonian counterparts. We use Jorgensonian and predicted user costs to construct alternative measures of capital services and TFP growth for our two sectors of the US economy and, somewhat surprisingly, we find that there was little difference in the resulting trend measures of TFP growth, even though there are very large differences in the two sets of user costs.
An additional contribution is the examination of what happens to ex post rates of return on assets employed and on TFP growth as we withdraw assets from the asset base. This research has relevance for existing estimates of rates of return and TFP growth since many productivity studies exclude land and inventories from their asset base. We find that excluding these assets leads to exaggerated estimated rates of return on the remaining assets (as could be expected) but the effects on estimates of TFP growth are more variable. For our Sector 1, we found that excluding land and inventories had little effect on measured TFP growth but in Sector 2, the exclusion of land dramatically lowered measured TFP growth.
Finally, we use our data set to provide evidence on the debate regarding growing inequality due to a falling labour share in income. We find that moving from value added shares to (Hayekian) income shares provides stronger evidence of falling labour shares, indicative of growing inequality, for both our sectors.
Our accounting framework is laid out in the following section and the empirical results for the above measurement exercises follow in the subsequent sections.
The Accounting Framework, User Costs and Rates of Return on Assets
Following Jorgenson and Griliches (1967) , the Total Factor Productivity growth of a firm or industry of a sector is generally measured as an output index divided by an input index. The basic ingredients that go into an index number formula are two price vectors and two quantity vectors that list the output quantities and their prices (or the input quantities and their prices) produced or used for the production unit for the two observations being compared. Compiling prices and quantities for outputs and nondurable inputs for each period or observation is generally straightforward, but determining the flow price for a durable input is not straightforward. In order to accomplish the latter task, we will use a model of production that is due to the economist Hicks (1961) and the accountants Edwards and Bell (1961) . 3 In each accounting period, the business unit combines the capital stocks and goods in process that it has inherited from the previous period with "flow" inputs purchased in the current period (such as labour, materials, services and additional durable inputs) to produce current period "flow" outputs as well as end of the period depreciated capital stock and inventory components which are regarded as outputs from the perspective of the current period (but will be regarded as inputs from the perspective of the next period). The model could be viewed as an Austrian model of production in honour of the Austrian economist Böhm-Bawerk (1891) who viewed production as an activity which used raw materials and labour to further process partly finished goods into finally demanded goods. 4 The beauty of this model is that a complex intertemporal production model with many periods can be reduced to a sequence of single period models.
Using this one period framework, we can now explain how user costs arise. Consider a production unit which produces quantities q O of a single output, uses q I units of an intermediate input, uses q L units of labour services during say period t and purchases q K units of a capital stock at the beginning of the period. After using the services of the capital input during period t, the production unit will have q K u units of used (depreciated) capital on hand at the end of period t. We suppose that the production unit faces the positive prices P O t , P I t , P L t for its output and variable inputs during period t and it faces the beginning of period t price for units of the capital input equal to P K t and the price P K t+1u for (used) units of the depreciated capital good at the end of period t. Finally, we assume that the production unit has a one period financial opportunity cost of capital at the beginning of period t (i.e., a beginning of the period nominal interest rate) equal to r t . We also assume that the period t production possibilities set for this production unit is the set S t . Using all of these assumptions, the production unit's (competitive) one period profit maximization problem is the following constrained optimization problem:
Note that (1) assumes that all outputs and all variable inputs are paid for at the beginning of period t, as is the payment for the initial capital stock, which is an input. The depreciated capital stock q K u is an output that is "produced" at the end of period t and its end of period t market value, P K t+1u q K u , is discounted by (1+r t ) to account for the opportunity cost of tying up financial capital in the asset over period t.
We make some additional assumptions at this point in order to further simplify the constrained optimization problem defined by (1). First we assume that the capital input depreciates at the constant geometric rate δ per period. The geometric model of depreciation has been advocated by Jorgenson (1989) and his coworkers and it is currently used by the BEA to construct US business sector capital stocks. The geometric model of depreciation implies that the depreciated quantity of end of period capital, q K u , is related to the corresponding beginning of the period capital stock, q K , by the following equation:
where δ is the geometric rate of depreciation and satisfies the inequalities 0 ≤ δ < 1. Let P K t+1 be the end of period t price of a unit of the capital stock that has the same quality as the beginning of the period unit of the capital stock. Define the constant quality asset inflation rate over period t, i t , by the following equation:
Thus i t is the constant quality inflation rate for the capital stock component from the beginning of period t to the end of period t. We assume that the anticipated end of period t price for the used beginning of the period capital stock is equal to the end of period price for a constant quality unit of the capital stock, i.e., we assume that P K t+1u = P K t+1 and thus we have the following equation:
Our final additional assumption is that all revenues and variable input costs are received and paid for at the end of period t instead of the beginning of period t. With these changes, the producer's constrained optimization problem becomes:
could anti-discount or appreciate beginning of the period cash flows to the end of period t.
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This can be accomplished by multiplying the objective function in (5) by (1+r t ). If we do this, we obtain the following one period profit maximization problem:
where the end of period user cost of capital u K t is defined as follows:
This formula for the user cost of capital was obtained by Christensen and Jorgenson (1969; 302) for the geometric model of depreciation. It plays a fundamental role in our analysis.
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There are two versions of the user cost formula u K t defined by (7) that we will use in this paper: (i) An ex post version that uses the actual beginning and end of period constant quality asset prices, P K t and P K t+1 , in order to define the asset inflation rate as i t ≡ (P K t+1 /P K t ) − 1; and (ii) an ex ante version that uses the actual beginning of period t constant quality asset price, P K t , and an anticipated price for the asset at the end of period t, P K t+1* , in order to define an anticipated asset inflation rate as i t* ≡ (P K t+1* /P K t ) − 1. Jorgenson (1995 Jorgenson ( ) (1996 and his coworkers 9 have endorsed the use of ex post user costs, arguing that producers can perfectly anticipate future asset prices, and so we refer to the user costs defined by (7) when ex post asset inflation rates are used in the formula as Jorgensonian user costs. On the other hand, Diewert (1980; 476) (2005a; 492-493) and Hill and Hill (2003) endorsed the ex ante version for most purposes, since these ex ante user costs will tend to be smoother than their ex post counterparts and they will generally be closer to a rental or leasing price for the asset. 10 We will use our sectoral data on the US corporate and noncorporate financial sector to compute capital services aggregates and the resulting rates of TFP growth using both Jorgensonian and smoothed user costs that use predicted asset inflation rates. 7 Assuming that all of the flow transactions within the accounting period are realized at the end of each period is consistent with traditional accounting treatments of assets at the beginning and end of the accounting period and the cash flows that occur during the period; see Peasnell (1981; 56) . The idea of anti-discounting to the end of the period to form end of period user costs u K t (as opposed to the usual discounted to the beginning of period user costs f K t ) was explicitly suggested by Diewert (2005; 485) . Anti-discounting is implicit in the derivation of the user cost of an asset using the geometric model of depreciation that was made by Christensen and Jorgenson (1969; 302) . 8 We have ignored tax complications in deriving (6). Any specific capital taxes (such as property taxes on real estate assets) should be added to the user cost formula for the relevant assets. In our empirical work, we were not able to obtain a breakdown of property taxes into land and structure components and so property tax rates are missing in our user costs that we construct in the following sections of this study. Business income taxes that fall on the gross return to the asset base can be absorbed into the cost of capital, r t , so that r t can be interpreted as the before income tax gross return to the asset base used by the production unit. For material on the construction of user costs for more complex systems of business income taxation, see Diewert (1992) and Jorgenson (1996) . 9 See in particular Griliches (1967) (1972) and Christensen and Jorgenson (1969) . 10 Of course, the problem with using ex ante user costs is that there are many methods that could be used to predict asset inflation rates and these different methods could generate very different user costs. For empirical evidence on this point, see Harper, Berndt and Wood (1989) , Diewert (2005a) and Schreyer (2012) .
We now discuss the issues surrounding the choice for the cost of capital, r t , in the user cost formula. There are many methods for choosing r t that have been suggested in the literature but the methods break down into two classes: those that choose exogenous estimates for r t and those that choose r t endogenously as the rate of return which will just make the value of inputs used during the period (including capital services) equal to the value of outputs produced during the accounting period. We will use endogenous estimates for the cost of capital in this study.
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In order to explain how the cost of capital is determined endogenously, we need to consider the case where the production unit uses N types of capital. Let P Kn t and P Kn t+1 be the beginning and end of period t prices for a new asset of type n, let 0 ≤ δ n < 1 be the associated geometric depreciation rate, let i n t ≡ (P Kn t+1 /P Kn t ) − 1 be the associated period t ex post asset n inflation rate over period t and let r t be the endogenously determined period t ex post rate of return on the asset base for the production unit. The ex post end of period t user cost for asset n is defined as: (8) ) denote the vector of beginning of period t capital stocks used by the production unit during the period. The ex post rate of return on the period t asset base, r t , is defined as the solution to the following (linear) equation which sets the value of period t outputs equal to the value of period t inputs where capital inputs are valued at their ex post user costs:
The ex post cost of capital method for determining the opportunity cost of capital that is based on solving equation (9) for r t is due to Griliches (1967) (1972) and Christensen and Jorgenson (1969) . This method has been used frequently in the regulatory context. The method can be applied to both a single enterprise as well as to the economy as a whole. National statistical agencies that have programs that measure the productivity of market sector industries generally use this method.
12 From a national income accounting perspective, this method has the great advantage for statistical agencies that it preserves the structure of the System of National Accounts 1993 (SNA 1993); i.e., the resulting user cost values just sum to the Gross Operating Surplus that was already in SNA 1993. Thus this method can be viewed as a straightforward elaboration of the present system of accounts which does not change its 6 basic structure; it only provides a decomposition of Gross Operating Surplus or Cash Flow into more basic components.
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In the following sections of this study, we will calculate these ex post rates of return on assets for our Sectors 1 and 2 and also use the Jorgensonian user costs defined by (8) when we calculate TFP growth rates for our two sectors.
The major disadvantage of using Jorgensonian user costs is their volatility and their tendency to become negative for at least some periods when asset inflation rates for particular assets (such as land) are high. These volatile and sometimes negative user costs do not approximate corresponding asset rental prices (when they exist), which do not exhibit the same volatility. Moreover, if these bouncing user costs are used in production function studies where the underlying technology is estimated using derived supply and demand functions, the resulting estimated parameters are unlikely to be reliable. Finally, if statistical agencies report these volatile user costs in their system of productivity accounts, users are likely to be skeptical of these estimates. Thus there is a need to produce smoother user costs for a variety of reasons.
Our approach to producing smoother user costs will be to use predicted asset inflation rates, say i n t* , in the user cost formula instead of the actual ex post asset inflation rates, i n t . The method for calculating these predicted asset inflation rates will be explained more fully in subsequent sections but the predicted rates are basically simple long run geometric averages of past ex post inflation rates. Once the smoothed or ex ante asset inflation rate for asset n in period t, i n t* , has been defined for n = 1,...,N, the ex ante or smoothed end of period t user cost for asset n in period t, u Kn t* , is defined as:
where the smoothed balancing rate of return for period t, r t* , is defined as the solution to the following equation (which is linear in r t* ):
The smoothed rate of return r t* can be viewed as a planned rate of return on assets that is expected on the beginning of the period value of the capital stock used by the production unit, provided expected asset inflation rates, the i n t* , are realized. 14 The smoothed user costs defined by (10) will also provide a decomposition of Gross Operating Surplus into meaningful components. As we shall see, the ex ante user costs are considerably smoother 13 This method for decomposing Gross Operating Surplus into explanatory factors (that are useful when measuring TFP growth), was endorsed in the System of National Accounts, 2008; see Schreyer, Diewert and Harrison (2005) for a discussion of the issues. 14 Period t predicted prices for output, intermediate input and labour, say P O t* , P I t* and P L t* , should be used in equation (11) . However, it is the usual convention in production theory to assume that actual ex post unit value prices for variable outputs and inputs are equal to their predicted counterparts. 7 than their Jorgensonian counterparts.
15 Note that both of our user cost models use endogenous rates of return. One of the main purposes of this study is to determine whether the choice of user cost formula affects our estimates of TFP growth.
We conclude this section by discussing some of the problems associated with the valuation of investments made by the production unit during period t and with the sales of assets that might have occurred during period t. We discuss these issues in the context of equation (9) but a similar discussion holds for the accounting framework defined by equation (11).
Consider the second equation in (9). Upon noting that (1+i n t )P Kn t is equal to the end of period t price of a new unit of the nth capital stock component, P Kn t+1 , (9) can be rewritten as follows:
Recall our Austrian one period model of production where the beginning of period t capital stocks are regarded as inputs and the end of period capital stocks are regarded as outputs. The initial value of the capital stock,
, is appreciated to end of period values by multiplying this initial capital stock value by (1+r t ) so that the anti-discounted price for input asset n is (1+r t )P Kn t . Looking at (12), we see that the term −Σ n=1 N (1+r t )P Kn t q Kn t is (minus) the cost of the beginning of period t capital stock at end of period prices. The other prices on the right hand side of (12) are also expressed in end of period t prices. The first three terms on the right hand side of (12) correspond to the value of outputs produced during period t, less the value of intermediate and labour inputs used during the period. The final set of terms, Σ n=1
, is the end of period t value of the depreciated beginning of the period capital stock. Thus (1−δ n )q Kn t is the depreciated quantity of the beginning of the period capital stock for asset n that is left over at the end of period t. But this quantity is not the entire end of period t capital stock for asset n: during period t, there may have been investments in asset n. Suppose q GIn t is the gross investment in asset n during period t (and the average price that the statistical agency assigns to this investment is P GIn t ) for n = 1,...,N. Thus the actual end of period t quantity of asset n that the production unit has at its disposal is q Kn t+1 ≡ q GIn t + (1−δ n )q Kn t and according to our accounting conventions, it should be valued at the end of period t asset price P Kn t+1 . Hence the terms Σ n=1 N P Kn t+1 q GIn t seem to be missing from the right hand side of (12). There is an explanation for this apparent puzzle.
Suppose asset n is a reproducible capital stock; i.e., an asset which is produced internally by the production unit or purchased from another producer. In this case, the value of the gross investment in asset n during period t, P GIn t q GIn t , will be part of the period t value of output for 15 There is a problem with interpreting these smoothed user costs as rental prices that might be anticipated at the beginning of the accounting period. When there is a severe recession in the economy in say period t, both r t defined by solving (9) and r t* defined by solving (11) will become unusually low (or even negative) and it is unlikely that the resulting low (or negative) user costs defined by (10) could be anticipated in practice. This limitation of our analysis should be kept in mind, particularly when looking at the user costs for 2008. This suggests that exogenous estimates for the cost of capital may be a more appropriate strategy for forming user costs that more closely approximate rental prices. If an exogenous r t* is used, then equation (11) will not hold in general and it will be necessary to include pure profits (or losses) as a balancing item in the SNA. However, we do not pursue this line of inquiry in the present study. 8 the production unit; i.e., it should be included as part of P O t q O t . This resolves the puzzle for reproducible capital stock components. 16 Now suppose asset n is an inventory stock. External purchases of the inventory stock will be part of intermediate input purchases, P I t q I t . Sales of the inventory item will be reflected in the value of gross output, P O t q O t . But at the end of period t, there will be a net change in inventory stocks equal to q Kn t+1 − q Kn t . Hence it appears that the term P Kn t+1 (q Kn t+1 −q Kn t ) is missing on the right hand side of (12). Note that since asset n is an inventory item, we assume δ n ≡ 0 and so the term P Kn t+1 (1−δ n )q Kn t = P Kn t+1 q Kn t is present on the right hand side of (12) Suppose asset n is a type of land asset. As was the case for inventory items, we assume that the land depreciation rate is δ n = 0 and again, we find that the term P Kn t+1 (q Kn t+1 −q Kn t ) is missing on the right hand side of (12). This term now represents the value of net purchases of land of type n over period t, q Kn t+1 −q Kn t , valued at end of period t price for this type of land, P Kn t+1 . Statistical agencies typically do not treat land as an output or an intermediate input so in this case, the net quantity of land purchases over period t, valued at end of period land prices, will not appear as part of the gross output (if land was sold during period t) or intermediate input of the sector (if land was purchased during period t). Thus we need to treat these net purchases as an input cost item, so −P Kn t+1 (q Kn t+1 −q Kn t ) should be added to the right hand side of (12), but this net cost value is offset by the increase in the value of land holdings at the end of the period, so +P Kn t+1 (q Kn t+1 −q Kn t ) should be added to the right hand side of (12). These two entries cancel and so this resolves the puzzle for the land components of the capital stock.
18 16 However, to make the accounting precisely consistent with the Austrian model of production, we require that the price used to value gross investments in asset n during period, P GIn t , be equal to the end of period t imputed value for a unit of the nth capital stock. Setting P Kn t+1 = P GIn t will ensure consistency. In our empirical work, we used the BEA end of period price for reproducible units of the capital stock which may be slightly different from the corresponding investment price for the asset. 17 The BEA in particular does include the value of inventory change as part of the gross output of an industry. However, they may not value the change in inventories at end of period prices of the inventory item and so again there may be a slight inconsistency in our empirical work due to this pricing difference. For a more complete treatment of the accounting problems associated with the treatment of inventories in the Austrian model of production, see Diewert (2005b) . 18 Suppose some land is purchased during period t at the price P Kn t* where this purchase price is not equal to the end of period price of land, P Kn t+1 . ) to the right hand side of (12) to make the accounting consistent with our Austrian model of production. In our empirical work, we did not make these adjustments to the accounting identity given by (12); we simply assumed that P Kn t* is equal to our end of period price for the asset, P Kn t+1 .
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Real monetary balances are not regarded as productive inputs by national income accountants. However, we treat real monetary balances as being necessary for production. 19 Our accounting treatment of real balances is entirely analogous to our treatment of land and, as was the case with land, the accounting decomposition given by (9) or (12) is consistent with our Austrian theory of production.
Equations (9) and (12) provided an accounting treatment of production using ex post asset prices. As mentioned above, it is possible to build a similar accounting treatment of production using ex ante asset prices; i.e., instead of using equation (9) as our starting point for our accounting decomposition, we could have used equation (11). The consistency of equation (11) with the Austrian view of production is similar to our analysis of the consistency of equations (9) and (12) with the Austrian approach to production theory.
We conclude this section with an important observation. Although we do not think that the Jorgensonian ex post user costs are useful in all contexts, we do think that they are the right user costs to use in the context of finding the ex post rate of return on assets for a production unit. Ex post rates of return are extremely important indicators of economic efficiency (along with TFP growth rates) and it is important to measure these rates of return accurately to guide the allocation of resources between sectors.
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Before we use the data that are described in the Appendix to construct ex post rates of return on assets and TFP growth rates, in the following section we describe the use of our data base to construct estimates for real wages and labour productivity.
Real Wages and Labour Productivity Growth in Sectors 1 and 2
In this section, we draw on our data base in order to calculate real wages and labour productivity for the two sectors. 21 We start with the data for Sector 1, the Nonfinancial Corporate Sector of the US economy.
Value Added of Sector 1 in year t, V VA110 A beginning of year t price index for personal consumption expenditures, P C t , for t = 1960-2015, is converted to a centered consumer price index for year t, P C t* , by averaging P C t and P C t+1 ; i.e., define P C t* ≡ (1/2)(P C t + P C t+1 ) for t = 1960,...,2014. 22 This series, along with the wage rate index P L1 t , was used to define the Sector 1 real wage for year t, defined as follows: (13) The price of (value added) output in Sector 1 grew 4.56 fold over the sample period while employee wages grew 13.95 fold. The geometric rates of growth were 3.61% per year for output and 5.00% per year for wages. Real wages grew 2.25 fold over the sample period while labour productivity grew 3.41 fold (the corresponding geometric rates of growth were 1.51% and 2.30% per year). The sample average labour and capital services shares were 68.6% and 31.4% respectively. The upward trend in the capital services share is noticeable in Figure 1 which plots the series s L1
11 The price of (value added) output in Sector 2 grew 7.71 fold over the sample period (much higher than the Sector 1 price growth of 4.56 fold) while wages grew 12.67 fold. The geometric rates of growth were 3.61% per year for real value added, 3.86% per year for the value added deflator and 4.81% per year for wages. Real wages grew 2.04 fold over the sample period while labour productivity grew 2.36 fold, much lower than the 3.41 fold of labour productivity in Sector 1. The long run average geometric rates of growth of real wages and labour productivity for Sector 2 were 1.33% and 1.61% per year while the corresponding growth rates for Sector 1 were 1.51% and 2.30% per year. Thus real wage growth and labour productivity growth in Sector 2 were substantially below their Sector 1 counterparts. The sample average labour and capital services shares in Sector 2 were 56.7% and 43.3% (68.6% and 31.4% in Sector 1). It can be seen that Sector 2 is much more capital intensive than Sector 1. The upward trend in the capital services share is very noticeable in Figure 2, In the following section, we will calculate price and quantity indexes for the capital stocks used in both sectors as well as the corresponding real and nominal capital output ratios for the two sectors.
Capital stocks and Capital Output Ratios for Sectors 1 and 2
We constructed chained Fisher capital stock price and quantity indexes for Sector 1 using price and quantity information for each of the nine assets that are used as inputs, which are as follows: 1 = Equipment; 2 = Intellectual property products; 3 = Nonresidential structures; 4 = Residential structures; 5 = Residential land; 6 = Farm land; 7 = Commercial land; 8 = Beginning of year inventory stocks, and 9 = Beginning of the year real holdings of currency and deposits.
Denote the resulting period t price and quantity indexes as P K1 t and Q K1 t for t = 1960,...,2015. Define the Sector 1 capital stock value at the beginning of year t as V K1 t ≡ P K1 t Q K1 t . Now define the year t nominal and real capital output ratios as Table 3 .
It can be seen that the Sector 1 aggregate capital stock price P K1 t increased 7.36 fold over the sample period. The average geometric growth rates for the price and quantity of the Sector 1 capital stock were 3.70% per year and 2.74% per year respectively. The real capital output ratio, Q K/O,1 t , declined more or less steadily from 2.47 in 1960 to 1.59 in 2014. The nominal capital output ratio, V K/O,1 t , did not decline nearly as much due to increasing land prices. 23 23 We constructed chained Fisher land price and quantity indexes for Sector 1 and then compared the value of land to value added and the quantity of land to the quantity of output. The nominal land to output ratio went from 36.7% in 1960 to a peak of 51.2% in 2006, declined to 22.0% in 2012 and finished up in 2014 at 30.4%. The corresponding real land to output ratio declined steadily from 36.7% in 1960 to 9.8% in 2014. The inclusion or exclusion of land from the productive asset base does make a significant difference to capital output ratios.
The nominal capital output ratio started at 2.47 and ended up at 2.52 with many fluctuations in between (V K/O,1 t had a low of 2.00 in 1966 and a high of 2.80 in 2009).
We similarly constructed chained Fisher capital stock price and quantity indexes for Sector 2 using the price and quantity information for each of the fourteen assets that are used as inputs, 24 which are as follows: 1 = Equipment held by sole proprietors; 2 = Equipment held by partners; 3 = Equipment held by cooperatives; 4 = Intellectual property products held by sole proprietors; 5 = Intellectual property products held by partners; 6 = Nonresidential structures held by sole proprietors; 7 = Nonresidential structures held by partners; 8 = Nonresidential structures held by cooperatives; 9 = Residential structures held by the noncorporate nonfinancial sector; 10 = Residential land held by the noncorporate nonfinancial sector; 11 = Farm land held by the noncorporate nonfinancial sector; 12 = Commercial land held by noncorporate nonfinancial sector; 13 = Beginning of the year inventories held by the noncorporate nonfinancial sector, and 14 = Beginning of the year real holdings of currency and deposits by noncorporate nonfinancial sector.
Denote the resulting beginning of period t price and quantity indexes as P K2 t and Q K2 t for t = 1960,...,2015. Define the Sector 2 capital stock value at the beginning of year t as V K2 t ≡ P K2 t Q K2 t . Now define the year t nominal and real capital output ratios for Sector 2 as Table 3 .
It can be seen that the Sector 2 aggregate capital stock price P K2 t increased 14.76 fold over the sample period whereas the Sector 1 capital stock price increased only 7.36 fold. The average geometric growth rates for the price and quantity of the Sector 2 capital stock were 5.02% per year (3.70% per year for Sector 1) and 1.44% per year (2.74% per year for Sector 1) respectively. This large difference in growth rates between sectors is explained by the relatively very large land component in the Sector 2 capital stock. 25 The price of land tends to grow more rapidly and the quantity less rapidly than other assets. The real capital output ratio for Sector 2, Q K/O,2 t , increased (erratically) from 3.43 in 1960 to 4.01 in 1983 and then declined to 2.07 in 2014. The corresponding nominal capital output ratio, V K/O,2 t , did not decline nearly as much, due to increasing land prices. The nominal capital output ratio started at 3.43 and remained roughly constant until 1969 and then increased rapidly to hit a peak of 5.83 in 1982 and then fell to 3.48 in 2012 and increased a little to end up at 3.80 in 2014. It can be seen that the real and nominal capital output ratios are in general, much larger in Sector 2 than in Sector 1.
The nominal and real capital output ratios for Sectors 1 and 2 are plotted in Figure 3 , where the overall decline in the real capital output ratios from 1983 is visible. The much higher capital output ratios for Sector 2 over Sector 1 are also apparent. In the following section, we turn our attention to deriving the alternative balancing rates of return on assets, and the resulting user costs, for our two sectors that were discussed in Section 2.
Balancing Rates of Return and Alternative User Costs for Sectors 1 and 2
Denote the beginning of the year t asset prices for Sector 1 by P K1,n t for n = 1,...,9. The year t inflation rate for asset n, i 1,n t , is defined as follows:
(16) i 1,n t ≡ (P K1,n t+1 /P K1,n t ) − 1 ; n = 1,...,9 ; t = 1960,...,2014.
Denote the depreciation rate for asset n in year t used in Sector 1 by δ 1,n t . Define the depreciation rates for assets n = 5,...,9 to be 0 for all years t. on assets, we need to form expected or predicted asset inflation rates, i 1,n t* , for each asset n. For the first six years in our sample, we used the actual geometric average growth rate of the asset prices, starting at the beginning of 1960 and ending at the beginning of 1965. Thus we defined i 1,n t* as follows for the first six years in our sample:
(20) i 1,n t* ≡ (P K1,n 1965 /P K1,n 1960 ) 1/5 − 1 ; n = 1,...,9; t = 1960,...,1965.
For the years 1966-1985 we defined the i 1,n t* as geometric average growth rates of the asset price from the beginning of 1960 to the beginning of year t as follows for n = 1,...,9: (21) For t greater than 1985, we simply used the geometric average growth rate of the asset price over the 25 years prior to year t; i.e., define i 1,n t* for t ≥ 1985 as follows:
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(22) i 1,n t* ≡ (P K1,n t /P K1,n t −25 ) 1/25 − 1; n = 1,...,9; t = 1985,...,2014.
Recall equation (11) in Section 2 which decomposed value added into labour and capital service components using predicted asset inflation rates, which we now denote by i 1,n t* , and a predicted or expected balancing nominal rate of return on assets for year t, which we now denote by r 1 t* . For Sector 1, we will use the following counterpart to (11) to define the year t predicted balancing rate of return on assets for Sector 1, r 1 t* :
(23) V VA1 t − V L1 t − Σ n=1 9 [1+r 1 t* − (1+i 1,n t* )(1−δ 1,n t )]P K1,n t Q K1,n t = 0 ; t = 1960,...,2014
where Sector 1 value added and the value of labour input in year t. The Sector 1 predicted rates of return on assets (the r 1 t* which solve (23) for year t data) are plotted in Figure 5 . 28 The corresponding year t predicted real rate of return on assets for Sector 1, R 1 t* , is defined by (24) and also plotted in Figure 5 :
The mean nominal rate of return r 1 t over the sample period in Sector 1 was 11.25% (minimum rate was 3.21% in 2009 and the maximum was 21.97% in 1974) while the mean real ex post rate of return on assets R 1 t was 7.57% (minimum was 1.99% in 2009; maximum was 11.83% in 1965). These ex post real rates have been above average for the last three years at 9.73%, 9.82% and 8.68%. The mean nominal predicted rate of return r 1 t* over the sample period in Sector 1 was 10.04% (minimum rate was 6.96% in 2001 and the maximum was 12.56% in 27 It may be that the length of our moving average process is too long or that better methods for predicting asset prices one year hence could be devised. However, our goal is to obtain user costs that could approximate one year rental prices for assets used in production (when they exist). Since observed rental prices are relatively smooth, our suggested method for generating predicted asset prices does lead to relatively smooth user costs as will be seen later. 28 Tabulated data for the series in this and following figures are available in Diewert and Fox (2016) . 20 1978) while the mean expected real rate of return on assets R 1 t* was 6.44% (minimum was -0.94% in 1974; maximum was 9.77% in 1965).
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The most important series is R 1 t , the before income tax realized real rate of return on assets used in the Corporate Nonfinancial Sector. 30 This real rate has remained above 5% except for the 10 years 1960, 1982-83, 1985, 1990-93 and 2008-09 , and has remained below 11% except for the 3 years 1965 and 2004-05. There is no indication of a real rate of return slowdown that shows up in our data. However, the 2008 financial crisis certainly drove down ex post realized rates of return temporarily in 2008 and 2009. We turn our attention to Sector 2. Denote the beginning of the year t asset prices for Sector 2 by P K2,n t for n = 1,...,14. The year t inflation rate for asset n in Sector 2, i 2,n t , is defined as follows:
(25) i 2,n t ≡ (P K2,n t+1 /P K2,n t ) − 1 ; n = 1,...,14 ; t = 1960,...,2014.
Denote the depreciation rate for asset n in year t used in Sector 2 by δ 2,n t . Define the depreciation rates for assets n = 10,...,14 to be 0 for all years t.
31 Again recall equation (9) in Section 2 which defined the ex post rate of return on assets for year t, r t . For Sector 2, we will use the following counterpart to equation (9) to define the year t ex post rate of return on assets for Sector 2, r 2 t = 1960 ...,2014.
We also calculated a balancing rate of return for Sector 2 for each year t, r 2 t* , using a modification of equation (11) in Section 3. In order to calculate this alternative rate of return on assets, we need to form expected or predicted asset inflation rates, i 2,n t* , for each asset n. We formed Sector 2 predicted asset inflation rates using exactly the same method that we used to form Sector 1 predicted inflation rates.
Recall equation (11) in Section 2 which decomposed value added into labour and capital service components using predicted asset inflation rates, which we now denote by i 2,n t* , and a predicted or expected balancing nominal rate of return on assets for year t, which we now 29 Note that our expected real rate of return on Sector 1 assets has been fairly stable over the period 1982-2014. R 1 t* ranged between 4.62% (1990) and 9.33% (1997) over this period. 30 The average corporate income tax paid by the nonfinancial corporate sector on assets during our sample period as a percentage of the asset base is 1.98% per year; see the series V TI1 t in Appendix Table A3 of Diewert and Fox (2016) . 31 The nonzero depreciation rates for assets n = 1,...,9 used in Sector 2 are listed in Table A11 in the Appendix of Diewert and Fox (2016) .
The predicted user costs are much smoother than the Jorgensonian user costs and the negative user costs have been eliminated. Thus in what follows, we will sometimes refer to these predicted user costs as smoothed user costs. These user costs are suitable for production or cost function econometric studies. They are also more suitable for statistical agencies to use when computing capital services aggregates for publication. It can be seen that the user costs for residential, farm and commercial land (u 1,5 t* , u 1,6 t* and u 1,7 t* ) have been quite volatile for the last 20 years in our sample period but the remaining user cost series are fairly smooth.
We turn our attention to the calculation of user costs for Sector 2. Recall equation (26). The year t Jorgensonian user cost for asset n used in Sector 2, u 2,n t , is defined as follows:
(33) u 2,n t* ≡ [1+r 2 t* − (1+i 2,n t* )(1−δ 2,n t )]P K2,n t ; n = 1,..., 14; t = 1960,...,2014 where the i 2,n t* are the predicted asset inflation rates for Sector 2 defined by counterparts to definitions (20)-(22) and the r 2 t* are the predicted Sector 2 balancing nominal rates of return defined by equations (28). These predicted user costs are plotted in Figure 10 . It can be seen that these predicted user costs are all positive, and that all of the series have fairly smooth trends, with the exception of assets 10, 11 and 12 (residential land, farm land and commercial land).
We conclude that our rather simple method for forming predicted asset inflation rates does lead to relatively smooth (and reasonable) user costs that could be published by statistical agencies for general use by economic analysts as well as for the construction of capital services aggregates. In the following section, we will compute capital services aggregates (and the resulting measures of Total Factor Productivity) using both Jorgensonian and predicted user costs to determine if the alternative user costs affect aggregate capital services growth for our two sectors.
It can be seen that there are some large differences in the growth of Jorgensonian capital services for Sector 2 as we drop assets. With all assets included, capital services grew 2.71 fold; dropping real monetary balances (which increased more rapidly than other assets, particularly in recent years) led to a 2.49 fold increase in the remaining capital services; dropping money and inventories led to a 2.52 fold increase and dropping money, inventories and land led to a 3.57 fold increase in the remaining capital services (see the highest line on Figure 17 ). Since land stocks grow more slowly than other capital stocks and since land is a very large component of the Sector 2 capital stock, these results are not unexpected. These large differences in the rates of growth of capital services as we decrease the number of assets led to significant differences in the rates of TFP growth. With all assets included, Jorgensonian TFP increased 1.91 fold and as we dropped assets, there were 2.00, 1.99 and 1.71 fold increases in TFP over the sample period for Sector 2. The corresponding geometric average rates of TFP growth for Sector 2 were 1.21%, 1.29%, 1.28% and 1.00% per year. Thus dropping land from the list of in scope assets significantly reduced the measured rate of Jorgensonian TFP growth. Excluding money from the list of assets also had a significant (but smaller) effect.
Our conclusion is that dropping zero depreciation assets will in general significantly increase measured rates of return on assets. On the other hand, dropping zero depreciation assets will not always significantly affect long run average rates of TFP growth for a sector but for land intensive sectors, it is likely to significantly decrease measured long run average rates of TFP growth.
Changing Shares and Inequality
There has been significant recent interest in the measured fall in the labour share of income across many industrialised economies; the implication is that there has been a change in the distribution of income as households have hetereogeneous assets, and skills which are not equally substitutable with capital. 55 In this section we examine the issue of relative labour and capital shares using our two sector data set. Specifically, we consider how the shares change if we draw a distinction between value added and (net) income.
Our approach is based on that of Hayek (1941) . Recall the expression of Jorgensonian user cost for asset n from either (30) or (32): u m,n38 that this would overstate income due to not taking into account the revaluation of assets from, for example, foreseen obsolescence. Thus, Hayek's is an income concept that emphasizes the real financial maintenance of capital. Bridgman (2014) and Cho, Hwang and Schreyer (2017) have examined the impact on relative labour and capital shares of changing from a value added measure of income to a Pigou-type of income by subtracting depreciation from value added. Here we highlight the Hayekian concept of income, and thus also subtract asset revaluation to form our income measure.
That is, income is equal to the wage bill plus the capital stock times the ex post nominal rate of return on this stock, or r m t P Km,n t Q Km,n rather than the full user cost value of (39). Hence the difference between value added and this income measure is the value of depreciation and asset revaluation.
A comparison of nominal value added with Hayekian and Pigouvian nominal income is provided in Figure 19 for Sector 1. 57 It can be seen that nominal value added is generally higher than nominal income, especially since 2007. Comparing the Hayekian and Pigouvian income measures, it can be seen that the Hayekian measure is typically larger, due to positive asset revaluations in most years, and more volatile. With depreciation rates evolving relatively smoothly, 58 changes in prices of residential and commercial land in particular appear to drive much of this difference in volatility, especially around 2008. 59 The share of capital services in value added is the user cost value of (39) summed over all assets and divided by nominal value added. These shares are plotted in Figure 20 . 60 The greater volatility of nominal Hayekian income seen in Figure 19 is reflected in the capial income shares in Figure 20 . 61 The generally lower capital shares in either Hayekian of Pigouvian income indicate less inequality than implied by the corresponding value added shares. In terms of long-term trends, the share of capital services in value added goes from 0.295 in 1960 to 0.367 in 2014 (a 24% increase), while our preferred share of capital in total Hayekian income goes from 0.179 in 1960 to 0.283 in 2014 (a 58% increase). Thus, while all capital shares have grown, the Hayekian income share has grown more, although with much higher year-on-year volatility. This somewhat strengthens the view of long-term increasing inequality through a shift in the relative distribution of income from labour to capital.
The corresponding results for Sector 2 are shown in figures 21 and 22.
62 From Figure 21 we again see the increased deviation between value added and income from 2007. As for Sector 1, the shares in Figure 22 indicate less inequality using income shares compared to value added shares. In terms of long-term trends, the share of capital services in value added goes from 0.287 in 1960 to 0.504 in 2014 (a 76% increase), while the share of capital income in total Hayekian income goes from 0.209 in 1960 to 0.472 in 2014 (a 125% increase). Hence, while all capital income shares have grown, the Hayekian income share has grown more. Thus,
